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Fall-Back School
Gaining admission to in-state
public universities is a growing
problem for Northern Virginians
IY JAY MATHEWS
VMtaftenPoit

Members of Delio Ch. rroternrty and Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority teamed up to bwld their doghouse on (he Festivol Lawn on April 6. Crook Sing wrapped up the week on Thursday night at Godwin Hall
BYADtfNNfHAYHN

Fraternities and sororities joined this past week
for JMU's annual Greek Week events to "Celebrate
Our Past, Cheers to Our Future," raising close to
$8,000 for Mercy House.
The philanthropic event Relay for Life kicked
off the week where students of all groups, organizations and Greek chapters participated. The real of
the week comprised a series of events, such as Greek
(James including tug of war and three-legged races,
and Madison Madness Trivia Night, ending with the
much anticipated Greek Sing.
During Greek Sing, organizations put on five
minute performances, consisting of singing, dancing, costumes and props. Each performance was
hased on a chosen theme, whk'h was submitted to
the Greek Sing coordinators ahead of time.
A core committee of 15 student leaders from
various chapters planned the week-long events under a theme that tied in to JMLTs Centennial Year.
The purpose was to unite the Greek chapters and

give back to the Harrisonburg community through a
philanthropic cause.
This year proved to be a success with a large
cliaritable outcome and an improvement in student
participation. One event. Penny Wars, raised $3,500
alone, and took place Wednesday on the commons.
The event involved collecting money on the Commons
and the team with the most pennies was the winner.
This is my first year at JMU and I have been
extremely impressed with the student participation
and enthusiasm throughout the week." said Jill
Courson. assistant Director of Student Organization
Services for Fraternity Sorority Life.
During the week, fraternity and sorority chapters
were paired in teams, competing in each event that
was judged according to a scoring rubric particular
for each event. Participation and spirit are also taken
into account.
"I thought this was one of the most organized
Greek Week's we've ever had," said Greek Sing cochair Kill, in Casner. There was much more healthy
competition this year than past years and all the
chapters were so much more well informed. I think

that definitely added to the increase in participation
and enjoyment of the week overall."
The committee implemented a few changes
in this year's Greek Week, with slight modifications in the Greek Games event on Monday on
the Festival lawn and the newly added Madison
Trivia Night. During the Madison Trivia Night,
participants answered
questions concerning
JMU trivia, pop culture. Virginia history, Greek history, ancient Greek history and science. A barbecue
on Friday at Godwin Hall was also added to conclude
Ihe week in a celebratory note where the winner* of
the week were announced.
This year's Greek Week winners were the fraternity and sorority team of Sigma Phi Epsilon and
Alpha Sigma Alpha.
Close to 2,000 snidcnts. including the event's
l>ii!» limits Mantled (Irak Sing, to watch sororities
and fraternities compete against one another in impressive and entertaining performances. Sigma Phi
Fpsilon also took first place in Greek Sing for fraternities, whik' Zeta Tau Alpha placed first for sororities.

New Voices of Campus
BY ASHTON SMITH AND ERIK LANDERS
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sophomore Method loin hongs in Horroon Hoi.

Banner Made to
Bring Hope to Bain

New Senior Class President Macon Hollister plans to make several changes next
year including going back to a few classic JMU traditions.
A major platform point for Hollister is to return to wearing black graduation
gowns. She plans to do this in response to poor student reaction toward the change
to purple gowns.
"I think that black gowns look more elegant while the new ones look juvenile,"
Hollister said. "I've been waiting since freshman year to change things and now I
have the potential to do it."
Along with changing the color of the cap and gown, Hollister intends to raise
seniors' awareness of what is happening on campus by creating a Blackl>oard account to keep seniors updated.
Hollister was motivated to run for senior class president after watching the effect current class councils have had on the student body.
T saw what a positive impact class councils had this year, and I wanted to follow
in their footsteps and have an impact like that,* Hollister said.
Hollister made a long journey to JMU from her home state of Minnesota after her mother, who attended college in Virginia, required her to look at Virginia
schools.
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The first day visitors were permitted to see Meghan Bain, Professor April Roth rushed to the UVA hospital. Overcome by chill
bumps, she said seeing one of her students in such pain was one of
1 In- worst experiences of her life.
T just sat and looked at hor and realized, she's going to pull out
ot this ' K..th said "That was the most amazing thing that with all
this equipment .ill OVW her - the neck brace, all the wires hooked
up to her - I could still see that spirit "
When Roth asked students to help create a "get well banner for
the sophomore field hockey player, one of her students replied, "Of
course. I don't know her, but she's one of us."
Bain was struck by a car on March 15. fracturing bones in her
face and suffering a severe brain bruise to the frontal lobe.
After hearing the news. Roth decided that rather than going out
and buying Bain an impersonal "get well" card, she would make
her a "get well" banner. Ihe banner has remained outside Room
1124 in Harrison Hall for several weeks, acquiring more than too
tee IUMEI. pott &

2009 CLASS PRESIDENT 2010 (LASS PRESIDENT 2011 (LASS PRESIDENT
Macon Hollister,
Nicole Ferraro,
John Sutler,
Eden Prorie, Minn.
Saratoga Springs, N.Y. Pittsburgh, Pa.

The news hit Robinson Secondary School in
Fairfax County right after spring vacation. "Joe
Robinson got rejected by JMU?! How can that
be?"
James Madison University in Harrisonburg
is one of the best schools in Virginia, students,
teachers and counselors agree. Most students
would have trouble getting in. But this was Joe
Robinson who got the thin envelojK\ the same
Joe Robinson who had an SAT score of 2270, who
was one of only two National Merit semifinalists
in his class, who heads the choral group, who
writes fantasy novels in his spare time, who had
some of the most glowing teacher recommendations his counselor had ever seen.
"Everyone at Robinson who knows Joe is
in disbelief," counselor Mitch Aydlette said in a
written appeal of JMU's decision. The university
DM Un his best hope, for the 17-year-old was
rejected by the more selective schools on his list:
the University of Virginia, Dartmouth fnllnfrj.
Boston College, the University of Notre Dame
and the University of Oxford.
This is a tough year for applicants to top colleges. Demographers say the number of high
school graduates has reached a peak. Admission
standards are higher, and well-regarded public
universities such as JMU, charging much less
than private colleges of similar quality, are particularly prized.
But Joe Robinson's failure to get into a university his family and advisers thought ■ cinch
for someone with his record suggests to several
experts that college applicants from Northern
Virginia are facing unusually stiff competition
increasingly from one another. The region, with
an extraordinary concentration of high-performing schools and students, might have to adjust
long-held assumptions about the power of scores
and grades in college admissions.
JMU spokesman Don F.gle said the uiu
ty's admission process is "very competitive," with
20.000 applications this year for a class of 3.960.
The university, he said, considers test scores.
awards, recommendations, activities, grades and
essays
The one apparent flaw on Robinson s upplication was his 3.4 grade point average, when the
JMU average is about 3.6. Fairfax doesn't use
class rankings. He managed a ;j.o in ninth and
10th grade, when he was preoccupied with troubles a friend faced, two of his great-grandparents
dying and having mononucleosis put him in bed
for four weeks.
Many selective schools tell applicants that it
they finish strong in high school, mediocre carl)
report cards won't mean so much In the past two
years. hisGPA has been .1.1. ami rating With an
SAT score among the top 10 percent for JMU in
dents and literary skills that leave school faculty
awestruck, Robinson's grades, Aydlette said he
thought, would not be a problem.
"Among my 18 students who applied to JMU
(7 admitted). I rate Joe as the finest overall scholar," Aydlette wrote in his appeal Robinson Secondary, with about 4,000 students from grades 7
to 12, is the state's largest public school.
But Shirley Bloomquist, a former pfHtHITf
director at the Thomas Jefferson High School for
Science and Technology in Fairfax, who is now a
college-admissions consultant, said many Northern Virginia families overlook that large numbers
ot student- in the region have high test scores
and good grades.
Many of them, she said, are in UumpcOtfoB
with each other. The top state undergraduate institutions, such as U.Va.. the College of William 8t
Mary. Virginia Tech and JMU. also "cannot take
all of their students from Northern Virginia.
Bloomquist said. They have to leave room" for
students from other parts ol the slate.
On the role of geography in admissions.
JMU's Kgle said, "We are interested in the l>csi
high school students from all of the regions
across the state."
Greg Roberts, associate dean of admission at
U.Va., said through I spokesman: "Our primary
goal is to enroll an academically strong and diverse class ot lirst-yc.11 and transfer students
each year. As a state institution, we are interested
in enrolling students from all areas of the commonwealth."
Robinson's SAT score of 2270, out of a possible 2400, looked terrific compared with the JMU
average of about 1710. But experts said JMU's
admissions officers expect high scores from Fairfax and will probably take just as close a look at
a hardworking student with a lower SAT score
from a place such 1- Galax. to the southwest, or
Petersburg, south of Richmond
The competition for spaces in slate universities is also intensifying. "1 believe the downturn
in the economy this year has made public schools
liollei Ih,HI evei said NVn York bused edueu
tinnal consultant William Short.
David Hawkins, director of public policy and
research for the Alexandria-based National Association for College Admission Counseling, said
JMU is an example of what many top students
have long considered a good "safety" school. But
he said, 'We can see that it is not, in fact, a sure
thing for these students anymore."
Bloomquist said she has expunged the term
m
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TUE April 22 - FREE DJ
8pm Social
IT'S YOUR NIGHT TO DANCE!
Featuring DJ. MASKELL -Class of 08
TUE ID - Texas Rock - Reckless Kelly w/ Mickey & Motorcars
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WED 23 - Eric Sardinas - 2007 Guitar Player of the Year! 18+
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Tar>e (Bac^tfie Night
GREEK LIFE Competition
ATTENDANCr WINNERS-
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James Madison Univeraity
Harrisonburg. Virginia 22807
Phone: (540) 568-6127

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified:
— Go to u/UTu;.fhe6neeze.ortj and click on the classified link or come into the office
weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
— Cost: $5 for the first 10 words, $3 for each additional 10 words; boxed
classified, $10 per column inch.
— Deadlines: noon Friday for a Monday issue, noon Tuesday for a Thursday
issue.
— Classifieds must be paid in advance in The Breeze office.

Next week's online poll:
What do you think of
the Opinion section's
Battle of the Sexes
symposiums?

Yes, I own one. -167

BM1111, 1-800-763-7631
www JUU ■ lx>nDUfgn»» an.com
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The Breeze
(ii Anthony-Seeier Hall

The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison University, serves
student and faculty readership by reporting news involving the campus and
local community. The Breeze strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting
and firmly believes in its First Amendment rights.
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Have you ever owned a

$1,000 GRAD CASH!
NO PAYMENTS 'TIL JULY!

Photo/Graphics:
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Results of the
online poll:
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Opinion Desk:
(540) 568-3846
breezeopinion@gmail.com

No, I never would. -134
No, but I want one! -61
I've never heard of that company. -14
Total votes: 376
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LIFEGUARDS
Starting Pay $8.25/hr
No Certifications needed to apply! We will train!
Certifications ln» lude i Ifogu ird, i irst Ald/CPR AED & Oxygen
Stop In. Call Today (540) 289-4939 or
Apply Online @ www.massresortjobs.com

Spaces Still Available!
First Floor
Second Floor
Ihird Floor

A, B, C, D
E, F, G, H
I, J, K, L

$395.00
$400.00
$405.00

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540-432-1001
www.ashbycrossing.com
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Earth Week Sprints Off with 5K Tree Run
IY KAI1E1HISMU AND ANNA YOUMC

If Mi
Marsh Fork Elementary is nestled between a coal cleaning
plant and a dam where chemicals and coal waste run rampant.
Hit' Web site of Pennies of Promise, a grassroots campaign to
bring attention to the Marsh Fork Elementary students affected by
the neighboring coal plant in Coal River Valley, West Va., says the
plant's coal silo stands 225 feet away from the school.
According to Lara Mack, the race's coordinator, Ed Wiley, the
grandfather of a Marsh Fork Elementary graduate, noticed the
problems the school's location in Coal River Valley was causing
after his granddaughter and many other students and teachers got
sick with respirator)- problems, among other health issues.
Trie distant mountains surrounding JMU served as a reminder
of Marsh Fork to the runners who weaved their way through the
East side of campus. During Sunday's Tree Mile Run, a 5K race

sponsored by Catholic Campus Ministry and EARTH Cub, some
of the 26 participants ran in honor of Earth Week. Others ran for
Pennies of Promise. The rest of the runners came for exercise or
with friends.
"We're not only helping the environment with this race, but
we're also helping the people who live in the environment," said
Austin Farinholt, freshman communication studies major and
member of CCM.
The race began at noon, and started on the Festival lawn. Each
runner received an Earth Week T-shirt. Farinholt said they raised
about $250 for Pennies of Promise through registration fees.
"Well still be really happy if this is all that comes." Farinholt
said during the registration period, "It'll show us we can do it."
The race was originally planned to be part CCM s recent Social
Justice week. However, it was rescheduled due to the Centennial
Week celebrations.
"Both organizations, CCM and EARTH Club, are committed
to similar values," Mack said. "This jumps into those ideas really

well then."
Mack, a senior biology major, said Wiley knew he had to make
a change. After facing bureaucratic obstacles, he created Pennies
of Promise with the hope of raising approximately $6 million to
build a new elementary school.
"Hearing their stories has kept us fighting," Mack said. "People
have gotten sick and it's just continued. We want to raise money
with this race, but also get the word out about this issue."
Senior Brian Tynan used to run cross-country, but hasn't participated in any races recently. However, he knew he needed to
run this time.
"Ed Wiley is one of the people 1 have the utmost respect for,"
Tynan said. "I've known him for a few years and talked to him
about these issues. We want the kids at the school to be free of all
this seriousness of the coal problems."
He thought one of the best things that might come out of the
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Class to Spring Clean in National Forest

FREE STORE SHIFTS LOCATION

One of JMU's SCOM classes to collect trash in George Washington National Forest
BY KATIE THISDEll
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It's the time of the year for spring cleaning. This year a group
of students want to clean up more than just their apartments
and dorm rooms.
North River Ranger Ptttrkt
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As part of a service-learning project for SCOM 354, titled
"Communication, Environment and Environmentalists," the
team partnered with Mark Healey from U.S. Forest Services
to clean up George Washington National Forest. The project,
which will span two consecutive Saturdays, April 19 and 26, asks
volunteers to help collect litter in the National Forest.
"Since it's right around K.irth Day, which is April 22, people
are going to want to give back and do something," said Katharine
Tweedy, a junior SCOM major.
Healey organized a cleanup day for the nearby North River
Ranger District last year as well. He said volunteers collected
approximately 80 bags of trash and more than 60 tires and they
hope to double the effort this year.
This year's cleanup day has a focus on overall outreach to
involve the community and the campus.
When volunteers arrive at the district, they can pick up garbage bags from Healey and start picking up trash, Tweedy said.
"There are not lots of huge things, though last year they did
find a refrigerator." said Megan Steehler, a senior SCOM and
English major. "But all the bottles and cans that you find really
add up."
There is not a specific schedule for the cleanup days. Located
about 30 minutes from JMU on Route 33 West, the district is
400,000 acres. The entire forest covers 1.1 million acres.
"People can stay as long as they want to," Steehler said. "If
you're willing to stay for one hour, that'll help. If you can stay for
three to four hours, that's even better. This is a great learning experience for people to see where their trash often ends up."
The project is just one within the course. Professor Pete Bsumek
has people from the community partnered with his students. The
groups then incorporate communication skills and principles from
the course, including design and public relations. There are five
groups within the class working on various environmental projects.
This gives students a hands-on feel to what goes into organizing.
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VIRGINIA TECH MEMORIAL
The 32 victims of the Virginia Tech shootings
will be remembered with a candlelight vigil
at 8 p.m., Wednesday, April 16 in front of
Festival. The event is sponsored by SGA and
Student Ambassadors.
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I ■' Reserve Your Space Now!
,; / 540.568.6127

755-A Cantrell Ave. [Next to Hardee's]
Where patients
are sending their
friends

540-432-9996

Rlir Bourbon
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Bourbon St.
On Main
Friday and Saturday
Laie Night Food
Until 4 a.m.

^J^^ Don't let illness effect
^^^ your college experience
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PROMPT MEDICAL ATTENTION

WednodUy is JMU night
with DJ M.,.1,,11
I S88 South Main Street H.rrl.onbufg, VA
Authentic l.ouiaiani Style Southern Cooking

'Wh»i* U'i Afatdt Qiat £it.»Mf 2)af"
540-442-7166

Minor Injuries + X-Rays + Mono + Strep Throat
Lacerations + In-House STD testing

No

APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

+

OPEN

7

DAYS A WEEK

Mon - Fri 9 am- 8 pm + Sat 10 am- 4 pm + Sun 1 pm- 6 pm
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RICHMOND?

THE
APARTMENT
LOCATOR

Office of Sexual Assault
Prevention & Women's
Resource Center
Kristen Brady-GA
Matt Himelwright
Jessie Lewis
Rebecca Heselmeyer-GA
Ryan Blosser-GA

University Health Center
Fallon Casner
Office of Health Promotion
LizGallon-GA
Annie Khizanishvili-GA
Amanda Badger-GA

HP Continued
Lindsey Cramer
Kristin Innes
Kathleen Kenney
Alii Knighton
Tracy Seckler

RICHMOND'S FREE LOCATOR SERVICE
Call for informition and your free map
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YOU ARE THE ESSENTIAL PIECES OP THE
HEALTH CENTER PUZZLEI

800-368-7669
804 329 8886
E-mail: loeatorvgtcaptt.com
www.GSCaptt.com
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Check us out on Wednesdays at
7:1 Ipm at Grace Cevenant Church
or...
Come receive prayer in the Rapha
Room Mondays from 7-8pm in
Festival Conference Room 6.

Come Break Our Balls!
Best Kept Secret in Harrison burg!

Wednesday

Unique Nails
540-442-8883
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BANNER: Bain to Begin ADMISSION: 70 Percent of JMU
Admitted Students From Virginia

Outpatient Therapy
UNNH.ffMfmil

encouraging messages both from
friends and strangers to Bain.
"This radiates love," Roth
said. "I think it's really important that the whole JMU body
come out to sign it because I
want her to know that there are
people who have never even
seen her that believe in her and
I think that's what JMU is all
about."
Junior Fred Rose and sophomore Nicole Ferraro, both
strangers to Bain, willingly rallied together to create the banner as well as the Facebook
group, "JMU Supports Meghan
Bain's Speedy Recovery."
"The banner is all about
showing that we care for someone, even if we don't know her,"
Rose said.
Rose said regardless of who
this could have happened to,
people on campus would always
step up to support their fellow
Dukes.
"If it was any one of my students, honestly, I would have
done something," Roth said.
"Her close friends obviously
tell her that they're there for her
every day but when she knows
the whole JMU community is
behind her and praying for her
then I know that will make her
feel really good and maybe help

RACE: 5K a 'Good Time'

grapples with lean budgets amid
a difficult economy. The governing boards of each state university in Virginia decide how many
out-of-state students will be admitted. At JMU, the ratio is 70
percent in-state and 30 percent
out-of-state.
Students in Robinson's situation are not without options.
Often, they can seek admission
in the late spring to colleges that
still have openings. If his appeal to JMU is denied, Robinson
said, he might spend a year at
a community college and then
try again, focusing next time
on Notre Dame. His school's
principal, Dan Meier, a former
counselor, said he has talked to
Robinson about his rejections
and wonders why more room for
Virginia students can't be found.
"I have been frustrated by
this for many years," Meier said.
"We have such wonderful state
colleges, but it is so difficult for
our students to get into them."

ADWSSIO"-, from fro*

her keep on going strong," said
junior Jenny Shockley, former
teammate of Bain.
Bain's father, Bryan Bain,
said there is no doubt in his
mind that all the support from
JMU has contributed to her recovery,
"It's certainly boosted her
spirit," he said. "She has been
overwhelmed by the love and
the spirit from everybody in the
JMU community. It's given her
motivation to really work hard
in her rehabilitation so she can
get back to JMU."
Bain begins outpatient therapy today at MossRehab Center in
Woodbury, NJ. According to her
father, the program is designed
to get her cognitively ready to do
college level work again. It may
take weeks or months, but the
Bains are estimating four to six
weeks until a full recovery.
Throughout the last several
weeks, moving from one hospital to another and eventually
home, Bain has remained nothing but optimistic while making
a faster-than-expected recovery,
according to Roth.
"She's a fighter and she's a
little warrior," Roth said. "Her
parents had told me that it was
night and day every morning. It
was just a miracle every day she
was progressing."

UCI, from pp 3
race would be a new relationship between the two student
organizations
"I see the environment as my religion," he said.
Teresa Nguyen, who will be a freshman in the fall, heard
about the race after visiting CCM with her brother, senior
Nhat Nguyen.
"I thought I'd get involved because I'm going here next
year, and I thought this would be fun."said Teresa, a senior
at Northside High School in Roanokc. Va.
"She called me up and said she was running after she
heard about this race," Nhat said while helping at the event.
'I think she was one of the first people to sign up. She really
came to run though, not because she knew about Pennies
ofPnmnv
Joe Rudmin took first place in the race.

"safety school" from her vocabulary and speaks instead of "likely
schools." In the past few years,
she said, "I have become very
conservative."
Kven for students with records as good as Robinson's, she
said, she might suggest adding to
their lists state universities such
as Christopher Newport in Newport News or George Mason in
Fairfax, just north of Robinson
Secondary'- That would force students to apply to more colleges,
but several experts said expanding the pool of likely admissions
prospects seems better than what
happened to Joe Robinson.
In the meantime, some Virginia lawmakers have called for
tighter limits on the number
of out-of-state students. But
the higher out-of-state tuition,
$8,693 this year at JMU compared with $3,333 for in-state
students, helps pay faculty salaries as the state government

CLEAN: Students to Pick Up
Trash in National Forest
CLEAN, from pose 3
affecting the public opinion, and the intricacies of everything
else that goes into this type of communication." Bsumek
said. "When you're doing things in the real world, it's either
an "A" or an "F". and you either did it right or not. When
you're working with a client like this, you don't really have a
choice to get that 'F'."
The students have created posters and fliers to distribute,
as well as public service announcements to rotate on radio
stations.
This isn't just a class project because you have more
responsibilities to the other people around you too," Tweedy
said.
They also invited organizations across JMU to encourage
more participation.
Tweedy thinks most students aren't familiar with George
Washington National Forest.
This is a way to get people to think more about the value
of the national forest and what it provides," Bsumek said.
"Doing a service project really helps people connect with rt."
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PRESIDENTS: New Class Council Leaders Eager to Take on the Responsibility of Office
PMSIDHTS, from front
"I fell in love wilh JMU when I visited," Hollister
said. "The people seemed to like me and I could see
myself here."
Once on campus, Hollister involved herself in
SGA and her sorority, Sigma Kappa. She currently
serves as a teacher assistant for Professor Ron
Wilson's Sociology 210 class.
"I like being involved in programs that are
unique to campus," Hollister said.
After graduation. Hollister intends to pursue .,
law career
"1 want to help people who can't afford lawyers
and being a public defender would allow me to do
that," she said.

• 2010 Class President Nicole Ferraro
Ferraro has been involved with class council
since her freshman year by holding the treasurer
portion tor her freshman and sophomore classes.
She decided that running for president would offer
her more responsibility and a bigger leadership
role.
"1 want to do a lot with the position," she said.
"I really love JMU and 1 want to give back any way
I can."
One of Ferraro's biggest concerns is addressing
the visibility of the class council with the student

body.

"I want to make sure the junior <class is not
overlooked," she said. "They have the concerns
that need to be met. All organizations cater toward
freshmen and sophomores because they are
incoming and the seniors are graduating. I want
them In know there is still time to get involved."
While Ferraro feels her predecessors have done
a great job, she wants students to know their class
officers.
She plans on doing this is through Facebook, email and a Blackboard account.
"I think juniors are more apathetic than others
lo come to meetings," she said.
Currently there are Facebook groups that
juniors can join, but she also plans on using her
personal profile to help meet new students as well.
"I want to find out what their main concern is,"
Ferraro said. "It will happen through conversation
and word of mouth."
Ferraro is looking into junior class sponsored
ewntssuch as the Holiday Tree lighting and Twist
and Shout.
While the events are a work in progress, there is
one goal Ferraro plans to incorporate into her class
president duties.
"I want to begin fundraising for the class gift
that we give to the school in 2010," Ferraro said.
While all of these goals are in Ferraro's future,
the visibility factor is her main concern.
"I want to work with other members of SGA to

* Special Student Rate'

Rain visibility," she said. "I want them to use us as
a tool for that."
When Ferraro isn't working on junior class
goals, she enjoys watching and playing different
sports.
"Soccer is my favorite thing in the world," she
said. "I also played lacrosse and tennis in high
school and now just play them recreationally."

• 2011 Class President John Suffer
Since he was eight years, old John Sutter
has had a dream. To him the most exciting job
on earth would be to be President of the United
States.
"I have always wanted to be a politician," said
Sutter. "That's probably one reason I'm big into
SGA. I like the style of it, the democratic process
and if I like it this much now it must be the right
career path for me."
Before rising to national prominence, Sutter
plans to attend law school after graduation,
although he is unsure of what law field best suits
him. He plans to use his law degree to help him
launch a political career.
"It s always appealed to me to having the
responsibility to lead the country," he said. "It's
my personality. I love having responsibility; the
stress, everyone counts on you to make the tough

decisions, it's always intrigued me."
Sutter enjoys politics and the democratic
process that allows various viewpoints to be
brought forward.
'I love the SGA. I love representing people's
ideas and interest," Sutter said. "I like debating
on the floor and being involved in what is going
on on campus."
Since arriving on campus, Sutter has looked
for ways to help the student body by joining
organizations like MYMOM.
"I ran for president to represent the
sophomore class in the best I could and I feel
I could accurately represent their voices and
opinions to the SGA," Sutter said.
,
Sutter had a well-traveled childhood moving
seven times and living in four states - Virginia,
Illinois, Florida and Pennsylvania - due to his
mother receiving promotions. He grew up loving
sports, particularly football and baseball, which
he played in high school. He is a fan of both the
Pittsburgh Steelers and the Pittsburgh Pirates as
well as the Chicago Cubs and Miami Dolphins,
having lived in those cities as well.
Bringing his love of sports with him to JMU,
Sutter participates in a frisbee league playing
on the Quad every Sunday. Aside from athletics
and SGA, Sutter enjoys laying out on the Quad
on a sunny day and spending time with friends
atTDU.
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ters to the Editor
ending Free Speech
I While scanning the opinion section of
7 Breeze's April 3 issue, I stopped at the
.ers to the Editor. Usually, this section
tains a profound statement expressed
■ member of the student body or comnity that is well thought out, eloquent
Id meaningful. The letter I read, howV, was none of these. As a fervent beT in free speech, I find it perfectly acible that the Pope's finances be made
ht of in the public domain.
The Breeze is a student-run newspaper that represents the student body
and community. A large number of nonCatholics attend JMU and constitute a
majority of the student body. Why would
The Ever Social Darwin make special exceptions for any faith? Why should Baptists, Presbyterians or Mennonites be
treated any differently than Catholics?
There are no sacrosanct subjects
when it comes to humor and satire, especially with religion and politics. If you
personally don't find the comic funny,
so be it. However, when you decide that
lack of humor equates to "blatant disrespect" and call for "gibes" at your faith
to cease, you have crossed the line into
censorship. The Ever Social Darwin has
a right and a duty to the people of JMU
to poke fun at any and all institutions,
figures and ideas that merit it. The Catholic Church is no exception.
Brad Crouch
freshman, finance major

Adult Film Industry Misrepresented
I would like to say I have never seen
such a poorly researched, biased article
on the topic of pornography, particularly
out of college campuses, but it is unfortunate that this has become the norm. Ashley Hopkins'* article is fraught with factual errors and unsupported suggestion.

Bill Clinton Tarnishes His Presidential Legacy
This linn latf pear, Hillary Clinton seemed hesitant to rely on her husband — and our former
president - to build her political support.
Doubtless he worked behind the scenes, taking advantage of the part> "s powerful lies lo the Clinton name,
but he respectfully kept out of the limelight and didn't
pull focus from the actual contenders.
It seemed at the time lh.il Bill Clinton could only
be an asset to Hillary's White House ambitions. After a time. Hillary announced her plan to send her
husband around the globe, as a kind of emissary to
rebuild the world's faith in our fractious nation. Such
a role seems perfect for a president who was popular,
eloquent and. let's face it, "slick.'
Regardless of how the Clinton clan strikes your political fancy, the "world ambassador" deal showed an
admirable amount of restraint: Rather than staying
to play in Washington. Bill would try to make amends
with current world leaders and inroads with new ones.
It's a responsible way to channel his political power:
working toward better diplomacy instead of infighting.
But desperate times call for desperate measures,
and since last fall Hillary hasf dl but hired her husband
as a campaign spokesman. He has, at times, eclipsed his
wife in terms of coverage. Bai.uk Obama and John Edwards accused Hillary of shifting the focus and playing
on '90s nostalgia, but that's not the issue of concern.
In his public appearances, Bill Clinton has been inflammatory (almost angry) and made several unforced
errors, both political and factual. The image of the redfaced former president scolding the media — complete
with wagging finger and invoking Michael Moore in saying "Shame on you!" for their allegedly pro-Obama
bias could become an iconic image from the campaign.
And when he called Obama. the rising star,f Hkfei
tale," Clinton revealed his cynicism and outrage and
injected vitriol into the race. The deeper message was
that we cannot trust the newcomer, the one with a
clean record.
Bill Clinton's excessively public missteps can
only hurt the current Clinton presidential campaign.

*mmmKH/Jl»lnm
When he misremembered details of Hillary's Bosnia
sniper incident, she called to rein him in and consequently emasculate him. Breitbart.com reports that
he replied with "Yes ma'am," a characteristically
charming response but also one that touches on the
dynamics of the Clinton marriage, something voters
perhaps do not want to hear about anymore. Every
time Bill opens his mouth, he revives the past with
all its scandal.
It's politically harmful to Hillary, who has tried
to build a case for her own qualifications and move
forward in a campaign centered on change. Bill's vehement support reinforces the notion of Hillary as a
"legacy" seeking admission to the President's Crab It
provides support for right-wing pundits who ramble
about the power-hungry Clinton duo. the Bonnie &
Clyde of the Democratic Party (their ammunition being mud rather than bullets).
But at the end of the day it's simply not the appro-

All Work and No Play
America needs to reassess its priorities

The concept of "sisterhood"
Check out the likes of Tristan Taormino, Dacia Ray, Candida Royalle, Joanna
Angel and others. Talk to people who are
familiar with the rise of "girl" pom.

Editorial Board:
Tun Chapman, editor in chief
Anna Young, managing editor
Whitten Maher, opinion editor
The opinions in this section do not M N
sunk reflect the opinion of the newspaper,
this staff or James Madison University.

priate behavior for a former president.
Such controversial behavior should be reserved
for pundits, celebrities and James Carville. As much
as Bill loves the fight inherent in campaigns, he had
his time on the stump and it's best he let things be.
If he's going to speak, let him address important issues as a sober statesman, not an incendiary political
operative. He's not a hired gun out on a political hitjob, he's the 42nd president of the United States of
America with a record of service to his country that
will soon be overshadowed.
He's trading in his gravitas and legacy in the
hopes that his wife might ascend to power. It's a loselose situation: Either she loses and Bill Clinton goes
out as little more than an ornery spokesman for his
wife, or she wins and the bitter brand of politics continues for at least four more years.
Whitten Maher is a sophomore SMAD and political science major.

Off The Wire | j«KiEcm»s,oiWom**v

Media conglomerates leading to more
sexual content
This has nothing to do with pom.
Nothing at all. No pom company is large
enough to reach the Fortune 1000 (even
if those that are "large" by pom standards were publicly traded). In fact, it is
unlikely that even the large private pom
companies (PMGI, Nlnn Works, Adam
& Eve) would be able to reach major
stock exchanges. If they were public, they
would fall under the SEC's "small company" level of $750 million market cap. Any
talk of major media conglomerates is by
definition NOT a discussion about pom.

Editorial Policies
Responses to all opinions published in
The Breeze are welcomed and encouraged. Letters should be no longer
than 250 words, must include a name,
academic year, major and phone number
for verification and can be e-mailed to
breezeopiniontpymail.com or mailed
10 MSC 6805 Gi, Anthony-Seeger Hall,
Harrisonburg, VA 22807. The Breeze
reserves the right to edit all submissions
for length and grammatical style.
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Media deregulation and corporate ownership of pornography
One has nothing to do with the other.
Corporate ownership (by which, I assume Hopkins means ownership of porn
production companies by entities that
are publicly traded) is governed by an
entirely different set of regulations. Also,
while media may be experiencing deregulation, pom is not. In fact, pom is one of
the most highly regulated industries in
the country, as even the slightest research
into Reg. 2257 would indicate.

Ihe corporations profiting from pornography are profiting way more than
I thought"
A little bit of proof would be nice. I
am working on a doctorate of business
administration; my dissertation is on the
evolution of the pom market. I also have
a finance column in AVN Online. I study
the business of pom. By every measure
I have seen, profitability is under attack.
Further, it would be nice to see this high
profitability (never defined) compared to
something - perhaps mainstream media
profits. As a business, porn is in trouble.
Video revenue for the industry is down
for the second year in a row. Last year
(onecdotally) it was down 30 percent.
The year before that was 15 percent (per
Adult Video News). The statistics are not
difficult to find.
This article is one-sided and inaccurate. I suspect this was due in part to the
material presented, but if your goal is to
offer unbiased coverage, you should do
more than parrot what was spoken by
some presenter. This is a controversial
topic, and the appropriate judgment was
not used.
Tom Johansmeyer
New York Q'fu, New York
contributor to the AVN Media Netivork

www.lhebreeze.org
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Submit Dart* & Pars online at thebreeze.org
or e-mail to breezedpCrfhotmail.com. Darts &
/'ofs an submitted anonymously and are printed
on a space-available IHISIS Submissions
are based upon one persons opinion of a
given situation, person or event, and do
not necessarily reflect the truth.

NORMAN, Okla. - Not too long ago. I
was waiting on a table where a South
African woman was sitting. It was
obvious by her thick accent she had
moved to the U.S. recently.
She told me she left Africa for
safety and freedom, but those would
not be the only change in values she
experienced in the U.S.
I asked her if she was glad she
had moved here, but did not get an
immediate "Yes!" like I would have
expected.
Instead, she paused for a moment,
slowly glanced back up with a disappointed expression and said she was
glad America is safer and provided
more freedoms, but she hated the
people because she felt all Americans
do is work just to earn more money to
buy things.
Ironically, I was working while
she told me this — but not to earn
money to pay for school, because I
would never make enough for that
thanks to rising costs of college expenses. She made me wonder: What
are we all working so hard for?
Our generation has been brought
up with the notion that what makes

A"you-saved-my-bike" pat to the gentleman
who gave me his own bike tire after mine exploded
on the commons Wednesday.
From a freshman who hopes he can help you
out one day.
A"the-only-rooms-that-are-sound-proof-aretlu'-oiu's-in-the-music-building" dart lo the avid
users of the study rooms in the library who think
that when they talk no one will hear them.
From a frustrated sophomore who actually
comes to the library to study for the quietness.
A "where-have-you-been-hiding?" pat to the
guy who loves those curvy female figures.
From a bootylicious admirer.

A "thanks tor the memories" pat to my teammates on the lacrosse team.
From a senior teammate trho is going to miss
seeing your i»o smiling faces every dug more than
you know.
A"you've-won-iny-hearf'put to my lovtty
roommate who keeps me up all night by saying
"good night" to all of her stuffed animals.
from your roommate, who loves the big kid
in you.
A "that-awkward-moment-was-amazing!" pat
to the gracious gu> who waited a long time to hold
the door for me while I was walking up the steps to
leave Warren II ill
From a stressed out tOpHoMOM <)irl who is
glad that you added a sparkle to her duy.
An T!l-call-on-\ou" pat to the boyi who danced
outside of Wilson Hall on Friday.
From a CHOICES volunteer who was thoroughly enterttniwd hi/ tin- thrusts of your hips.

A"how-can-my-hallmate-and-I-not-pee-ourptntl laughing?" pat to the guy in Eagle Hall who
nwi I \<elleut fashion advice to everyone who
walk.'d belOH his window.
From a Shorts Hall walker who hud her day
made by hearing "Not many people can pull off
yellow, but boy, you do it well!"
A "way-to kill-ioo-fish;with-Tilex,-Mrs.-Dashand-sprinkles" dart to our neighbors.
From your favorite seniors who just wanted to
play a fun joke on you.
A "tin-woi Id is-not-your-trashcan" dart to the
girl who took the time to roll down her automatic
window of her fancy car so that she could toss out
a plastic bottle.
From a non-lazy, non-selfish, karma-believing
pgfT who knows it's the little things that count.
An "a-black-shirt-is-not-a-license-to-be-a-jerk"
dart to bouncers who throw out patrons, follow
them into the parking lot and try to pick fights.
From an alumnus who thinks your bosses need
to tighten the leash.

someone successful is a prestigious
job, good looks and, of course, money.
Technology and media are, perhaps, largely accountable for this
revolution. The majority of Americans do not live like Hollywood stars,
but their prevalence in the media
continuously pressures society to live
up to those expectation*. This difference between actual self and ideal
self, however, only leaves us with a
feeling of inferiority and failure.
Why should we feel inferior and
guilty for not reaching unrealistic expectations? I cannot afford one day of
LC.'s life on The Hills." I know this
because MTV was so kind as to include
price tags on everything she buys.
The bar is set so high that people
work harder and harder, often taking
out the resulting stress on those closest
to them instead of addressing the real
issues. We are not supposed to know
this insurmountable pressure to buy
things and "market yourself exists.
In a song by rapper Mac Lethal,
he talks about the way our society has
degenerated as a result of this drive.
w W0*K pop 8

A "that-took-real-balls!" pat to the in-broaddaylight streaker from Friday.
From three junior girls are thankful for the
front-row seating.
A -born-free" pat to the streaker who ran across
the Quad on CHOICES day.
A freshman whose entire GCOM class heard
the hollering outside and thoroughly enjoyed the
show from Harrison Hall — you made our day.
A "we-just-want-to-play-video-games" dart to
the bureaucracy of our residence hall for not letting
us hold our Super Smash Brothers tournament in
our TV lounge — again.
From a vexed resident who wtU insulted at
how poorly you handled the situation and thinks
that next time you should try to work with your
resiili-nts. rather than work against them.
A"lhank-you-for-making-Tuesday-my-favoritenight"pattoThePub.
From some blackout, beer-guzzling dancing
queens.
A-you-don't-need-a-girlfriend.-you-need-astraightjacket" dart to the frat-guy-wannabe who
got fresh with my ex-boyfriend of eight months
from a girl who's been told time and time
again to cut ties with you and finally has a reason why.
An "4oh-my-God,-he-did-what!?" dart to the
four ladies in the Hillside Computer Lab discussing
their social lives in not-so-hushed tones.
from a graduating senior who would rather
not hear about gour boy troubles while finishing
his senior thesis.
A "keep-it-going" pat to Dukes for producing
pizza of an unusually high quality lately.
From an appreciative sophomore.
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STRESS: Reordering Priorities is the Key to Easing Job Stress, Health Problems
The song says, "I know a world that's not
minying itsclf/I know a world that's destroying itself/I know it all." Tourhr
People should start enjoying life and
live it for themselves, not try to impress
the world around them. We are making
ourselves sick with feelings of stress and
inferiority for no good reason.
According to the American Institute of
Stress (AIS), 75 percent to 90 percent of

all visits to primary care physicians are for
stress-related problems. Some research
proves stress is responsible for causing
diseases, because of increased sympathetic nervous system activity leading In
an outpouring of adrenaline, corbsol and
other stress-related hormones, according
to AIS. They also say research in these areas may help explain how stress can contribute to depression and anxiety. About
1? million American adults suffer from
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Many students enter college as prettied or pre-law. and while many may
genuinely want to pursue careers in those
fields, I fear the lucrative possibilities may
jade some students' career choices, leaving them feeling unfulfilled after pursuing
something for the wrong reasons.
Job stress is the leading source of
stress for adults, according to AIS. Forty
percent of workers reported their jobs
were very or extremely stressful, and

James Madison Day
at JCPenney
Sunday, April 20th

25 percent view their jobs as th Nc 1
stressor in their lives, accordingto tie
National Institute for OccuplioaJ
Safety and Health.
Life is full of games, so why n< 11 i
how you want to play and enjoy it wr»
it lasts? This is not a video game. Tb«1
are no do-overs. You only get on« li
so live it up.
Jackie Clews is a student at the tin >
uerstfy of Oklahoma in Norman, Okla
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Open 11am -8pm
Save an additional 20% off with this
barcode! Also, register in our Catalog
department to Win 1 of 4 $50 JCP gift
cards to be given awayl All JMU
students, teachers & employees are
invitedl
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depression each year, according to the National Institute of Mental Health.
Americans should take a good look
at their priorities so they can lead a
more fulfilling life.
We all want to be successful, but
what does that word mean? Does it
mean owning a big house and looking
pretty, or does it mean enjoying your
life and sharing it with the people you
care about?
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CONGRATS
Destination: success
Now that you've started your career journey with us, there's no stopping you.
Ernst & Young's commitment to your personal growth and success will help you to
keep moving in the right direction - and headed toward new accomplishments.
Congratulations and welcome to our incoming class from James Madison University.
ey.com/us/careers
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From WXJM to CNN, Jim Acosta Comes Back to JMU

phM (Minr if NMM ncnenoii
Jim Acnta spoke to a crowd of approximately 250 SMAD motors, professors and
alumni about his career as a journalist and tne future of media.

SMAD Spring Banquet Thursday.
-I remember seeing fish swim around in the stairwell...I'm not a
genius but I thought that can't be good."
This is just one of the situations Acosta has found himself in while
working as a journalist. He worked as a CBS News correspondent
since 2003 where he covered the war in Iraq before joining CNN in
March 2007.
Acosta was the keynote speaker at Thursday's SMAD Spring
Banquet. The banquet was part of SMAD Day, which included information sessions with SMAD alumni and tours of the department
facilities in Harrison Hall. Acosta spoke about the stories that had the
biggest impact on him: covering the Iraq war in Baghdad, Hurricane
Katrina and the Virginia Tech shootings. He also spoke on how the
idvHMMri of technology is changing the scope of the media.
"Print [journalism] is in a full sprint to develop multimedia packaging," Acosta said. "Multitask or get out of the way."
Acosta began his media career as news director of WXJM. He
also deejayed some nights under the on-air name "Jim Chainsaw."
Now he's covering the presidential race with CNN.
"Let your passions drive you," Acosta said. "That's what I've done
with my career."
After the banquet I spoke to Acosta about JMU, journalism and
the presidential election coverage.

JMU. I chose JMU essentially because it was in my home MaM "t
Virginia, I was hoping to go to a Virginia school, and it just seemed to
have everything that I was looking for at the time.

MW: You graduated from JMU in 1993. Did you complete
the SMAD program?
JA: Back then it was called Mass Communications, we didn't call it
SMAD. SMAD is a new concept to me, but it looks like a very good
concept. From what I saw over at Harrison Hall today [during SMAD
Day], I mean, I was completely blown away. It's terrific to see JMU
sort of on the forefront. The way I look at it is these students are at
the right place at the right time, because not only is this world an infinitely fascinating place with everything that is going on, but now we
have all of these technologies to present all of these very interesting
stories to the world. I'm a little envious.

MW: What do you see the role of journalism as?
JA: Well I think Don Hewitt, the former executive producer of "60
minutes," he put it best. He says that we're supposed to 'shine flashlights into dark corners.' That quote has always stayed with me because if you look at other countries where freedom of the press In 1
exactly an automatic thing, it can sort of allow all of us here in the
United States to take for granted what they don't have in other parts
of the world, and that is a vigorous and free press. I am hapn lo
be a part of that because it gives me a chance to shine those flashlights into those dark corners and get at the truth. I've always been
a passionate believer in seeking the truth. Sometimes the reality ot
today's media world can make you a little bit disillusioned, jaded,
cynical, about whether or not that's actually pOMftde 1. -m ti-1I ym
and I can tell other journalism students, that from time to time you
get that opportunity: to speak truth to power, and that's what it's
all about.

BYMEGAN WIHIAMS

Ihtltmn
Jim Acosta, -IM1' alum ('93) and CNN correspondent, was covering Hurricane Katrina when the building he was reporting from
began to Hood. As the floodwaters rose, so did he and his crew.
"'How many floors are there?' I asked," Acosta said during the

MW: Why did you choose to come to JMU?
JA: Well one trip to the campus and I was hooked. This campus, as
you know, is not like other college campuses around the country. I
heard someone today describe it as, and I think that this is right, is
that it has everything that a big school has but still has that feel of
a small school. And to me that's really what captures the essence of

MW: Did you always know you wanted to he a journalist?
JA: I think I've always wanted to be a journalist. The very tirM
field trip I took — I was in elementary school — was to see the
hostages come back from Iran. That was in 1981 and The Washington Post came along and accompanied our class; there was a
reporter who tagged along. It was up in Northern Virginia and it
was just by happenstance this happened. They had a quote from
me in the newspaper that said, and I'm not quoting this verbatim, 'Little Jimmy Acosta, he was ready for Hollywood.' and then
there was a quote from me saying, T was on ABC once and NBC
twice,' or something. My mom still has the clipping to this day.
So I've always been interested in journalism growing up through
high school. My mother would sort of look at me and say What's
wrong with this kid? He's watching "The McLaughlin Group" on
the weekends.' You know, so I always had sort of a passion for
politics growing up in DC. I always felt like I spoke it as a second
language and I wanted to sort of marry that interest with journalism and communications and that's what I did; I got very lucky,
and to this day I've been able lo do that. I'm covering this current
[presidential] campaign, so it's been a lot of fun.

SMJOMNAUSlpoftlO

'Street Kings' Proves a Refreshing Return to Traditional Action Flick
Reeves's acting decent in new movie, but
outshined by Whitaker's role as supervisor
BY JUSTIN THURMOND

In the '90s, action movies were a mainstay at the box office. Stallone, Schwarzenegger, Willis, Snipes, I'll even throw in Van Damme
and Segal into the mix. Every week one action flick was released,
and every week we got the adrenaline rush we needed as young men.
Many years later, we find ourselves in the Computer Generated Imagery generation and the old-school-act ion movie days are dead and
buried. "Street Kings" takes audiences back to the days of pure action

movies. I'm talking about the movies where the hero is still sort of
a bad guy, everybody shoots a million times but hits nothing, and
where the story is so over-the-top and the acting is laughable to the
point that you can't help but giggle a little on the inside.
Detective Tom Ludlow (played by Keanu Reeves, "The Matrix"), a
veteran of the LAPD, works in a special vice squad unit in LA He has
been suffering from depression since his wife died. When his former
partner Rets gunned rfown by two Rang members, I.udlow goes on a
wild and reckless quest through the mean streets of LA. in a pursuit
of justice and revenge. Capt. Jack Wander (played by Forest Whitaker,
"The Ust King of Scotland") is Ludlow's supervisor who must keep
him from going over the edge and out of the attention of Internal Affairs Capt. James Biggs (played by Hugh Laurie, "House M.D.").
I might be going out on the limb here, but Reeves actually pulls
off a decent acting job in this movie. He, of course, still gets over-

shadowed by Whitaker. Chris Evans ("Fantastic 4") does a pretty
good job, but his character doesn't last very long. Cedric the Entertainer ("Barbershop") only has a two minute role and everyon*- BIM
did their parts without any real breakout performances.
Yes, it might be predictable: Everyone you 'Street Kings'
**»
think is good is actually bad, and vice versa. This
isn't a fresh movie, but it is ;t fresh entry I" the

KeltMsetl April n

Starring Kcanu
stale stock of movies that you see week in and
Reew
week out at the local theater. A lot of shooting
with limited hits: a good thing. A basic story that
is made complicated: an even better thing. Absolutely no CGI: awesome. I'm not saying "Street Kings" will win the Oscar for Best Film,
but it's nice to see an old-school style action movie in a time when
they are few and far between.

Greek Organizations and VSA Share Artistic Abilities with Community
Greek Sing, part of the annual Greek Week was Thursday night

VSA sponsors a community arts event for disabled students Friday

(MOUtiuUK/fbtwi
Duong the lofl oflnity of the doy. member! of VSA teorfi the student! 0 dome routine one1 how to use nktons lo moke 0 tunnel

Stjrni rtii Eisik*, the frotemir, winner! of GIMIC Sinj, perform in Godwin Holl with Ike theme 'We Juil Wonno Dome.'

Creek Sing, a night of entertainment put on
byJMl.' - Or* I- 11 nanizatioiis, was held Thursday in the gym of Godwin Hall. The event was
part of Greek Week and open to all of campus
and the Harrisonburg community.
Beginning at 6 p.m., members of the participating nine sororities and eight fraternities
— the largest Greek participation Greek Sing
has had - each put on five-minute performances. These included dancing, costumes, singing,
props and also "hands performers": participants
who stand on risers behind the dancers doing
choreographed hand motions, (ireek organizations arranged their performances, background
music and props based on a chosen theme.
To go with its "Working for the Weekendtheme, Sigma Kappa selected songs including
"Money Maker," broken up by audio clips from
the movie "Office Space." Alpha Sigma Tau,
who came in fourth place, accessorized its "AST

Candyland" theme with faux sweets the size of
people. For the womens' portion, Zeta Tau Alpha
i nine in first place with its airline-inspired theme
"/TTAir." ZTA's dancers were dressed as flight attendants and their hands performers held cloudshaped cutout props. Sigma Sigma Sigma's performance of "Sigma Recess" followed in second
place, and Alpha Phi came in third with "Alpha
Phi Weather Girls." Sigma Phi Epsilon came in
first place for the fraternity's portion with its
theme "We Just Wanna Dance." Sigma Nu came
in second place with "Sigma Nu: '70s, '80s, '90s
and Today." Alpha Tau Omega came in third
lil.ic 1 with "ATO Jock Jams." Fourth place went
to Theta Chi with "Saturday Night at the Roxbury."Therewasa 10-minute step/dance routine
at halftiuie performed by the Black Latino Greek
Caucus, which is made up of a variety of multicultural fraternities and sororities.
—from staff reports

Headed by senior Raleigh Maupin, the Very
Special Arts team held its annual art program for
disabled students, kindergarten through 12 grade,
at Westover Park Friday. The program is a type of
"art field day." VSA is an international, nonprofit
organization where disabled students learn about,
participate in and enjoy the arts. Schools from
surrounding counties attended this event, which

included art stations, a dance program and a music lesson. The kids made bags in which to put
crafts such as painted pots, macaroni jewclr> and
maracas. Other activities included taiipninting.
picture frame designing, mural painting and Mud
art. Donations from Kappa Pi, JMU's art fraternity, local grocers and businesses funded this event
—from staff reports

The article titled "Greetings from Florence!' in the
April 10 issue was supposed to continue on page
10, but the wrong page was printed and the rest of
the article didn't run. To read the full article go to
lhehreeze.org and see archives.
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JOURNALIST: JMU Alum Speaks About Career at SMAD Day Event
J0UHNAlJST,rnmpog«9
MW: Of ill the things you've covered, whit

stands out in your mind the most?
JA: I covered the Iraq war in Baghdad for CBS new*
back in 2004. Thai story has always stayed with me
because il sort of cemented in my mind that m don't
Ihe in a post 9/11 world, we live in a post ;t/(.;i world,
as in the month and year that we invaded Iraq. And
you know that the world has really changed sun 1 .ill
of that stated. Some will argue for good ami MOM
will argue for bad. and years from now the President
could be vindicated, who knows that decision M'hen
I went there it dawned on me that this countiA mm
entering into something profound, significant, world
changing and all of that sort of came crashing down
on me when I was covering this story because here 1
was for the first time, this kill from northern Virginia,
seeing a war up close and hearing about all of the different aspects of that conflict from various different
people. Everybody from former detainees from the
Abu Uhraib prisonall the way to military commanders during press conferences inside the green zone.
1 felt like that, for me, was the most moving experience. 1 also covered Hurricane Katrina, covered Vir
ginia Tech: those were also life-changing stories for
me that will always stay with me.
MW: What is the hardest part of being ■
journalist?
JA: Being away from home, from my family, my
daughter. I hope one day she will understand and
forgive me. You do spend a lot of time on the road

doing what 1 do. and you hope that when you stop
doing that things are going to be OK at home. I'm just
being as frank as I can be. A kit of people who do what
I do for a living, the family situation can sometimes
take .1 hit. Anil you know, obviously, you're out there
covering a story and trying In IK- objective anil fair. 1
still struggle with keeping my passions and opinions
ami whatnot to inwil But after awhile, when you've
been in this business, as long as I've been in this business, you figure out ways to do that, and you have
colleagues who will hold you accountable, which is a
pretty good check and balance.
MW: Sometimes you have to use unusual
methods to get a story. Do you have any examples of that?
I \ Hi1 How unusual? Hidden camera? I've done
hidden camera stories. I did a story on bushmeat;
essentially we did a story about how the importation
ol node meats were posing a public health risk. Essentially what was going on was. there were foreign
foods markets in different parts of the county that
IUTI iui|>orting what is called "bushmeat." which is
rats, bats, different types of animals out of the jungle
that you and 1 would not normally eat at home and
pui 011 our dinner table. So we sent a producer into
a West African market in Manhattan with a hidden
camera and she was able to purchase a couple of frozen rats, jungle rats, which are apparently .1 delicacy
in eert.nn parts ol the world to certain people, and we
were able to put that on the news. So yeah. I've done
a few hidden camera investigations. Some states may

allow you to go in with a hidden camera with audio
and video. Some states might say you can use the audio, you can't use the video. So you have to know all
that stuff.
MW: Do you think there Is going to be a n>le for
print media, like newspapers, in the future?
JA Absolutely...I know 1 don't speak for the graduating class of 2008, from my perspective, being a graduate of 1993 I still enjoy opening my Ntw ibr* Times
and putting it out on the breakfast table and reading
what's happening and Inkling that newspaper. So I
still think there is a place for newspapers, a very important place, and I think what is really terrific about
newspapers is they 're:starting to join this "media revolution" and that they are going multi-platform. They're
having their correspondents shoot videos of their stories as companion pieces to go along with and amplify
what they've written in the newspaper. It was Dan
Rather who once said. "A picture may be worth 1,000
words, but sometimes a word is worth 1.000 pictures,"
so there is .something to be said for the printed word.
MW: How do you feel the media have been
covering the presidential race? Do you feel,
as some people do, that it may be focusing too
much on the wrong issues?
JA: I think that because this is such an incredibly different and unique election this year that I think we
the media can't help but make a few mistakes here
and there. Obviously issues such as race, gender and
even age are now all being injected into this politi-

cal campaign in ways we have never seen before, so
we're all kind of grappling with the right language to
use. Some people might take offense to a word that is
used here or there in a story and we all have to be very
sensitive to that. I think we're doing a pretty good job
of being sensitive to that. I also think that there are
onilct.s where you can get as much information as
you want, 24 hours a day on TV. on the Internet, on
the radio. I think there are some folks out there doing
a terrific job covering this campaign and well have
to see. Let's wait until after the election is over, wait
until the next president is inaugurated and then let's
go back and see how the coverage was. Making judgments on the day-to-day coverage. I'm not sure that
is taking into account the ups and downs of a political
campaign. There are some days when we get it right;
there are some days when we may not get it right.
MW: What would you say to journalism students today?
JA: 1 would say don't get jaded. Don't be cynical.
Follow your dreams. Follow your passions, let your
passions drive you. That's what I've done in my career let my passions drive me. sometimes for good,
sometimes for bad. Sometimes it doesn't always work
out. not everyone is a fan of passion. But if you have
it. sort of inside of you, that's the fire in the belly that
will put you on a path in this field. It's something thai
you need, you gotta have it or else, why are you in
if If you're not passionate about finding the truth
and holding people accountable, what are vou doing
here?
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STRUGGLES ON THE ROAD PUT JMU ON THE ROPES
With three games left,
Dukes are 1-3 in CAA

JMU unioi Emily HWW (7), fWttikl

UMOUWHST/n>l
■ lacy Mmdi (17] o>J Mfliot Julie Sim (S) in IMU't 124 m one Virginia Tidi wi Monk 1?.

Lacrosse was on Ihe road this
weekend for two pivotal conference matches. Ine team entered
the weekend fifth in the Colonial
Athletic Association, just one spot
out of the top four that qualify for
the conference tournament.
On Friday, JMU lost 13-12 to
Delaware. Madison's struggles
continued at No. 16 Towson on
Sunday, where JMU lost 12-7.
Tlie Dukes are seventh out
of eight teams in the CAA. with
an overall record of 5-8 and a 1-3
mark in the conference.
Ine game went back-and-forth
at Delaware, with nine ties and six

lead changes, while no team led by
more than two goals.
But Delaware scored the gamewinner when midfielder Emily
Schaknowski scored with 1:17 remaining. JMU had tied the game
at 12 after being down 11-9, but
Schaknowski's goal put the Blue
Hens up for good.
Towson midfielder Hillary
Fratzke led the Tigers past JMU on
Sunday with five goals, as they improved their record to 10-3 overall,
4-1 in the CAA. Delaware sits at 93.3*2.
The Dukes have three games
left in the regular season, all at
home. JMU plays Hofstra on Friday and hosts Drexel on Sunday in
crucial conference matchups.
—from staff reports

Houck Hurls Six Innings in Win
Dukes sweep Delaware in
a three-game CAA series

Amnesty Granted
to Those Named
in Mitchell Report

BYWESSHAW
TW SiMie

In Kurt Houck's sophomore season he
went 4-8 with an 8.30 ERA. On Sunday, the
junior matched his win total from last year
with more than a month remaining in the
season.
Houck earned the win in a 13-7 drubbing of Delaware yesterday. The victory
completed a weekend sweep of the Blue
Gens, after JMU victories of 7-5 and 8-7 on
f ricl.iy and Saturday, respectively.
"It's huge just to get the most wins we
dan, to keep pace with UNC Wilmington,"
junior catcher Brett Garner said. "We got
a sweep. It's good to sweep them, they're a
tough team."
After the weekend, the Dukes sit in second in the Colonial Athletic Association.
With a 15-3 conference record, they're just
two games behind the 16-1-1 UNC Wilmington Seahawks.
In his start Sunday, Houck went six
innings, giving up five
• * T I earned runs on nine
. ^H hits. He struck out the
I side in the first, fourth
B and fifth innings, and
finished with 11 strikeouts on the day.
Delaware's hitters
looked uncomfortable
at the plate against
houck throughout the first five innings. He
kept his fastball down and away, where it
was virtually unhittable for the Blue Hens'
offense.
1 Houck has posted a 4-1 mark with a 5.12
tRA this year, and has struck out 42 hitters
|n 45 and 2/3 innings. Last year he had just
40 strikeouts in more than 70 innings.
' JMU coach Spanky McFarland credits
the turnaround to Houck's transformation
|rom a thrower to a pitcher. The 6-foot-6
righty used to rely primarily on his 90-plus
jnph fastball, but has now learned pitching
Is more than merely overpowering hitters.
"He's taken the next step towards being
t pitcher," McFarland said. "He relied so
long on his good arm and I think it kind of
caught up to him [last year]."
And it's not a coincidence that Houck's
emergence has coincided with JMU's overall improvement. Last year the Dukes finished the season 22-31 overall and 11-17 in
the conference, finishing ninth out of 11 in
the CAA. Through 33 games this year, Madison stands at 25-fi.
"Last year I think I tried to do too
much," Houck said. "Now it's just fill up the
IIASEIAU.I

BY KB DAVID0FF
Newseiy

Sophomore prlckr KyU Hoffman and junior cotcher Brett Garner meet during JMU'i 7 5 win over Dttowore on Friday. Hoffman improved to 6-1.
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Playoff Hunt is Worthy of Attention
The season's too long. The players
don't try and have bad attitudes. They're
ridiculously overpaid.
NBA criticism from those who prefer
the college game.
A week after an amazing finale to the
2008 NCAA tournament, the NBA offers
something similar.
The unpredictability
that draws people
to March Madness
can be found in the
NBA too; consider
the current playoff
outlook.
Los Angeles in
contention for the No.
1
seed
in the West,
MCG0VERN
after all the speculaIn in that Kobe was desperate for a trade?
Tty Hornets vying for the same spot, af-

•

ter a tumultuous two years in which their
home venue shifted between New Orleans
and Oklahoma City? A team from the Fast
claiming the league's best record?
When Celtics GM Danny Ainge pulled
off his blockbuster deal for Kevin Garnett, many pundits speculated that Boston would dominate the Eastern Conference.
But how many people said the Celtics
would dominate the West?
They aren't just racking up win.sag.iin>t
scrub teams. The Celts boast a 25-5 record
against Western Conference teams, and
that includes all 15 squads. They've swept
the Lakers, Spurs and Rockets, bating
each team at home and on the road. The
Big Three is primed for a deep playoff
run.
And while the Eastern Conference is

i mom, m> 12

BOSTON — As part of the new joint dr««
agreement hammered out between baseball's owners and players, players named in
the Mitchell Report will receive amnesty.
The agreement, announced Friday, institutes most of the changes that former
U.S. Senator George Mitchell recommended
when he issued his report Dec. 13. However,
it falls short of handing over the drug-testing program to a completely independent
administrator.
Royals outfielder Jose Guillen and outfielder Jay Gibbons, whom the Orioles released last month, had their 15-day suspensions lifted. Both had been alleged, in media
reports, to have received shipments of illegal
performance-enhancing drugs.
In return for avoiding discipline, players named in the Mitchell Report, as well
as other players, will participate in community service that will try to educate families
about the dangers of illegal PEDs. Furthermore, the Players Association will donate
$200,000 to an antidrug charitable or research organization.
Perhaps most notable among the plan's
changes is that top prospects for the amateur draft will be tested. In addition, another
600 tests will be conducted each year, and
the number of offseason tests will double,
"on average,™ according to baseball's news
release.
"They have now reached agreement on
changes to the drug program which address
each of the recommendations in my report,"
Mitchell said in a statement. "Tnese changes
improve the program and move it in the direction recommended in my report. Among
the provisions in their agreement is an annual review of the drug program which I
hope will result in further improvements in
the future."
The program's independent program
administrator now will be appointed for a
three-year term, and the person can be removed only if an arbitrator finds cause.
IIH- two sides agreed that in future investigations, allegations against players
won't be made public unless discipline is
imposed, and that a player will be given the
allegations and evidence against him before
any investigatory interview.

Spurs in a Familiar Position
Going into the NBA Playoffs
SV MARK HEISLER

When was it that the West stopped
being a mere conference and became
this eight-way steel-cage battle of tit.Ills'

It was the fall of 1999, a year after
Mi. hi. '1 Jordan left Chicago, the season Phil Jackson arrived to turn the
I alto*, who had been a circus, into a
mighty, feared... circus.
Tlie l.ikers. en mute to their first
of three consecutive titles, won 67
games .is live more West teams won
50 in what was to become a typical
configuration.
The San Antonio Sours were de-

fending champions that season, as
they are this season, nine years later.
New powers like Dallas and Phoenix have risen, old powers like Sacramento and Portland have faded and
some like the takers and Utah have
left and come back.
The Spurs, the lone constant,
haven't gone anywhere.
They won their first title in 1999
when Tim Duncan was 22; their second in 2003 in David Robinson's
farewell; their third in 2005 with a
memorable performance by 34-yearold former Laker Robert Horry, and
their fourth last season with Duncan
at 31. the only player left from 1999
That made this the Spurs' era, as

surely as the Showtime Lakers' fourth
and fifth titles made the '80s their decade with the Celtics stuck on three.
Of course, the average age of the
Spurs' starters is now 32 and at the
moment they're having trouble scoring 80 points, let alone 90 or 100.
"This is the way the West is going to be in coming years, too," Coach
Gregg Popovich said last week from
San Antonio.
"Seeds don't mean anything.
There are no upsets. Somebody is going to aay, The No. 8 seed upset the
No. 1 seed' or The No. 6 seed upset
the No. 3 seed,' but that's baloney

i»m>u>>n iiHiiitn.
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BASEBALL: Improves to 15-3 in CM
BASEBAll. tiwnpof«ll

zone and let the fielders behind me make the plays.
and they've been doing a great job."
AJong with sophomore ace Kyle Hoffman, senior
Trevor Kaylid and junior Justin Wood Houck leads
the second-best pitching staff in the CAA with a
5.04 collective ERA as of April 10. Not surprisingly,
conference leader UNC-W has the top ERA mark,
at 4.48.
Leading the Dukes' offensive assault Sunday
was sophomore first baseman Steve Caseres. The
New City, NY native added four RBI to his team
leading mark in a 3-5 effort during the 13-7 victory.
He now has 41, nine more than junior outfielder
Brett Sellers. Sellers went 0-4 Sunday, but still leads
the team with a .443 batting average.
"When they're both hitting, that's when we really

go crazy," McFariand said. "If only one's hitting we
do pretty good. Today I know Brett didn't have a
great day, but Steve picked him up, whereas Brett
had a great day Friday and Saturday. It's nice having
both those guys in there together "
Trevor Knight went 4-4 Sunday and Gamer was
1-4 with his third homerun of the season.
"I saw the ball up. It was a fastball and 1 just put
a good swing on it," he said afterward.
All but one of JMLTs players in the starting
lineup had a hit Sunday. Its season leader in batting
average, Caaeres, was the exception.
"It's a new guy every day that's swinging it for
us," Gamer said. "It's good when everyone can
swing through the whole lineup. We're a hard
lineup to get out, so if it's not the top of the lineup,
it's the bottom. We just hit."

Under Review

Playoff Hunt is Worthy of Attention
MCGOWRN. (torn ptfft II

weak as a whole, two of the last four NBA champions have come from the leaser half of the league.
And if you don't think the NBA has drama to
rival the NCAA tournament, look to the race for
No. 1 out West.
Going into Sunday's games, the top four teams
in the Western Conference were within a half
game of each other, with the Lakers and Hornets
tied for 6rst. But Los Angeles' 106-85 dispatching
of San Antonio on Sunday knocked the Spurs out
of contention for the top spot.
The Lakers' win over New Orleans on Friday
gives them an advantage going into possible tiebreak scenarios, but three teams could tie for the
best record in the west: the Lakers, Hornets and
Rockets could each finish with 57 wins, depending
on Houston's result against Denver on Sunday.
Step back and think about Los Angeles' playoff
series last season with the Phoenix Suns. The Lakers were sent home after winning only the fourth

game in Los Angeles, as the Suns won the 2007
first round series 4-1. In the first round of the 2006
playoffs the Lakers had a 3-1 series lead but lost in
seven games.
After being ousted for the second straight yeai
by their Pacific division rivals, the Lakers looked
like a lost cause and Kobe appeared desperate foi
an LJL exit. But, revitalized by the emergence ol
Andrew Bynum and the later acquisition of Pau
Gasol, the Lakers have reclaimed their dominance
in the West. Their 36 wins against Western Conference teams is best in the NBA.
Kobe somehow hasn't won an MVP in his career, and he's due. Last year he garnered only two
first-place votes, while Dirk Nowitzki and Steve
Nash received 83 and 44, respectively.
Despite last year's wilting performance in the playoffs, Kobe looks primed to bring LA. its fourth NBA
title since 2000. And if you're watching, you might
forget about how overpaid these athletes are and remember that you can't put a price on greatness.

SPURS: Perennial Power in West
SMSfrompof.il

"It's great for the league and the fans. It's a killer for the coaches. We're all going to take two years
off our life for this season.''
Unfortunately, all the Spurs have gotten nationally is grief about TV ratings.
It's an irony that flows from today's Internetcable TV-inspired tabloid journalism: The team
that's so popularly disrespected is the one that's
most admired by its peers.
Popovich runs a buttoned-up organization but
there's a difference between his and buttoned-up organizations like the Cavaliers, who tremble at the thought
of LeBron James' displeasure and whose officials are
always in hashed conferences about routine matters.

The Spurs are relaxed and fun to be around. It
started with the low-key Robinson and Duncan but
survived its greatest challenge — success — because
of the self-effacing Popovich.
"I can say no more than he defines the team,'
Duncan told Ludden. "He always has and as long as
he's here, he always will."
A year later, they're a year older and the West
is in transition with rising powers like the Lakers,
Hornets, Jazz and Trail Blazers on the horizon.
"Everybody has good players," Popovich said.
"Year in, year out, we've been, if not the oldest
team, one of them, which makes it difficult.
"With the new rules it makes it more difficult
for the teams that are less athletic, which is us. To
be in the hunt that long is a special thing."

J^nerJ^entals
taw AmiL 15,200$, tym
foswAL BALLROOM
• FREE ADMISSION
• REFRESHMENTS • DOOR PRIZES
• LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
• CLASS T-SHIRTS
m
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Starting at
ONLY $250
per person!
JMs Apartmants
-Walk to campus!
-1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments available
-Best value in town for JMU students!

www.thebteeze.org
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For Rent

LARCH ONI BEDROOM APARIMENT. close lo campus, good condition, AC, no pets. Available 8/17/08.
$450(540)433-1569(5401411 IW

Si'MMFR
STORAGE"
Storage
toil rental all summer for SIOO. Call
for more details Acom Mini Storage
(540» 574-3947

SI MMI K si in I \si 2 person lownhome May to July $380«low utilities
(703)889-7542

!C

J.

SPACIOl'S 5 HI DROOM house near
JMl on High St A( V. I) I > Vv new
•■rpet away from neighbourhood, amparking. Excellent tor group of 5
rnts (540(415-1306
ill IMIKMK Alt! I . N S || .
LLE. Spacious room w/own entrance
full hath. Rent $4O07immth plus
iter/electric email haker2jl'djmu
jjduorcall(54ni ShQ-3379
H«)\|M, I IMS., oil-, Will s
web jmuedu/oc l/listings him.
bill's official site for off-campus
using, roommates, and fumtiurc

■eat for advertising suhlel lentals.
MK)E ONE BEDROOM APAR1ENT. Great location, almost new. W
p. Dishwasher. AC. Available in May,
r on 8/17, No pets. S565. www dog^oodcommons com, (540)433-1569
J.ARGE 2 |HH)R(XiM TOWNCDUSBi (wo blocks from campus
iih basement and W7D. Available
,^/l/OS or 8/17/08. $650/mo. www
•.ogwoodcommon* com walnut html
#5401433-1569
MADISON MANOR :* 1 spacious
bedroom units still available with fireplace and hakonv Pool basketball
and tennis courts on grounds - Contact
Coldwell Banker Commercial Kunkhouser REALTOR (5401434-51M

FEMALE ROOMATE(S) wanted for
2007.08 school year. Call Amy 540125-1370 aeorso'u'shcntcl.nel
2 BDAPI I OK REN1 I urnishcd 2bd/
2ba apt for rent in I lunters Ridge. $750/
month * unities (703i4(W-«H4i

(For Sale]
MOIORCYCLE Beautiful Su/uki Bandit 600cc. well cared for. 1999 speedsiei
valued at S2600-S29O0. need- I new
home. 12500 OBO, 2 open-faced helmets included free, come bv M M M
340 Maryland Av Hanisonburg (540)
476-4180

M.i!- summer (amp Counselors Wanted1 Timber Ridge Camp is a coed, overnight camp in the Shcnandoah Mm-, ot
WM VbgWl We are seeking Tun. energetic stall for the summer Competitive
pay. travel allowance A lots of fun'
800.25H2267orlR( \MI'S 00M
Kl CRI AIIOS ISSIHl t IOK - «U
d Kcvreation Department Minimum $9 64 per hour Position will serve
IS a seasonal instructor at the Community Activities Center Will work
approxim.nclv 40 hours pet week, day
hours Approximate start date 6/2/08
and approximate end date 8/22/08 Provides planning, leadership and supervision for childcare activities Minimum
Requirement: Any combination of
education and experience equivalent to
graduation from high school A criminal
background check and substance abuse
testing is required for the successful
applicant for this position .Application
deadline April 21. 2008Eor more information vu.ii our website at www.harn■0HbMg¥m» hr 1540)432-8920

(BARTENDING! Q50J Day Potential
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available t800r965-652d »

I IKK,I AHDSTAFF&
t VSHIFHSWAMI I)
VJjJrtovei Swimming Pool in
llarnsonburg Competitive wages
Aflemoon. evening A weekend hours
Application iinepted until positions
.ire tilled (540)434-0517
for information Ask tor Brian

SUMMER JOB Live and work on the
Outer Banks (Nags Head area) Now
hiring for all positions Visit www.
mworth.com for more information and
an application

Dim I K Shenandoah Rivet OutfittersLuray- hiring drivers Must he able lo
lit) 85 lbs. energetic, outgoing Able lo
work Weekends full A part lime
800-6CANOI 2(540) 741-4159

III I M Of]
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[Help Wanted]

Pit M Ml s

Beach, VA Bm si MKfl K

Virginia
JOB

On to $250 a day No experience necessary;.

The REACH Make $I0K*. Celebrity
Suiuv tircal Ian Apply & Learn More
./ iHrv-idiphnins mm Housing Available' Come Join The I un'

Will tram America s«l selling extreme
sports DVD NflM is looking tor distributors and s-iles agent (all now HXN■-.221
BXTREMI SPUR is \t,i NisNEEDFD Amenca's ■! best selling extreme
sports DVD series looking lor distnhutors'
l am 150-250 per day'
Call 888-284-0888 xtn 605

PAR! MM! SI MMI K WORK Brand N1|[)I\IMKI[N( ED NORM PERNew Townhome Community seek- SON for riding privileges Hunter horsing part time leasing agents Musi he es for sale Ctl (540)833-2311
enthusiastic, eager to learn and a hard
worker. If you would like to work in PART TIME NANNY needed to
rewarding and fun environment that help with triplet infants contact
pays great please e-mail your resume to jackiefu wmsh org or (540) 578-1518
dsmiuVticbccch com (540) 438-0401
SUMMER NANNY IN RESTON. VA
Looking for a fun. energetic, responsible, full-time summer nanny for 2
boys (12 A 10). Must drive, and like to
swim. play, and have fun with kids We
have a private au pair suite and would
welcome someone who would live in
and become pan of our family Email
frankomifhhmi.org or call (703) 7160304
SCMMER JOB IN NOVA
Do you like Ice Cream''
$13/hr
I he Ice Cream Catering Company
Scoops2U com (57|> 212-7184
PSVtHOIIil RAPIST Virginia licensed or license eligible Masters or
doctorate preferred Duties include
individual, group, and family psychotherapy Program development and
supervision opportunities are available
for qualified candidates. For additional
information see www newlifestyles
net/jobs Resume to 540 722-022! or
tiladmw'<f newliteMyles.net

SI I DEO si MMI K CAMP COUNM I OKS Camp Overlook is W*ing for
mission-minded, young adults to serve
as summer camp counselors to children
and youth ranging in age from 9 to 16
This summer's program will focus on
the birth, life, death, and resurrection
Of |aaw We will use drama, music.
games, and Bible Mad) to I IV I CM I
the scriptures Applicants should have
a strong personal I hnsii.ui t.iith and a
passion for sharing it with others Please
contact Kelli for more information
Overlookl '-Wii aol com/
(540)269-2267

(Servicesj
I \si)| M SKYDCVTNX3I One Day
first Jumps from 11.500'' 22 jumper
.iiiu.lt Student Discounts'
Gift Certificates' www skvdiveorange
com (540) 943-6587 (540) 943-6587
DID YOt HAVE A GREAT PARTY?
Don't lose your security deposit, we
repair doors, windows, boles in the
wall, and much, much more Free estimates Ouaihty Home Repairs. 540438-0123

N A< Q II! AD I MlMll Sludcnl Summer Rentals, May-Aug. scabrcc/eicalty com (252) 255-*328

( Wanted ]

Tka Bre&TLe,

MM S V.AM I I) Attention Graduating
Seniors We need apu. to sublet during
the summer If your lease runs through
August please contact Dob Wease 4>JS»l» (work! or 411.0OT2 (home)

Lows
You,!!

ADVERTISE IN
THE
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BY APRIL 24™i
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brainfreezepuzzles.com

I Test the waters

I Catch up
Complete those general education
requirements that you haven't been
able to tit in.

Check out MU s summer classes,
including Accounting, Biology.
Communications. Graphic Design,
Health and Human Performance,
or Psychology.

I Get ahead
Focus on a specific course, especially
one that's challenging or maybe just
intriguing

Rules: Fill in the grid so that each row, column,
and 3x3 block contains 1-9 exactly once.
Cinnamon Sear

I Take the plunge

$1.50 OFF

This summer, choose Irom four
condensed sessions with start dates
between May 12 and June 23.

with purchase of coffee
or medium drink
«xp. 5/30/08
Cwumoft Star

(703)284-1500 • summer@marymount.edu

www.marymount.edu/summer

$1.00 OFF
Any Smoothie

MARYMOUNT UNIVERSITY
ARIIKGTON. VIRGINIA

exp. 5/30/08

Harrisonburg's Off Campus Luxury Living

Conveniently Located
Only 11/2 Blocks from JMU Campus

Lease NOW For Fall 2008!
42" Plasma Television Furnished In Each Unit*
Furniture Package Available
Roommate Matching Available
4Bedrooms:. 4"Baths
2 Laundry Rooms :: Fitness Facility
Granite Counlertops: Pool
Basketball & Volleyball Courts
Security Cameras Greal Location
And Much More
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Madison Manor
• fireplaces
•Pool

• On Bus Route

• Tennis Courts

• Per Friendly

COl

• Spcious Living

www.OffCampusHousing.com
■J^£!!*Jlfil£5LfrtBrtfvJj[^^
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BANKIK
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FUNKHOUSER
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71S Port Republic Ro.id
r-Mrnsonburg. VA 22801

434-5150

